Grants.gov Find Opportunities Service update for April 29 2013

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Kemp's Ridley Turtle Surveys
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=57658

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families Administration for Children and Families - ANA
Native American Language Preservation and Maintenance Modification 8
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=63133

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families
Administration for Children and Families - ANA
Social and Economic Development Strategies -SEDS
Modification 10
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=67234

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Implementation Support for State Demonstrations to Integrate Care for Medicare-Medicaid Enrollees
Modification 4
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=212713

CNCS
Corporation for National and Community Service
VISTA Logistical Support of Training
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=228885
USDOJ
Department of Justice
Community Oriented Policing Services
COPS-Community-Policing-Development
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231174

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Community Oriented Policing Services
COPS-Microgrants-for-Law-Enforcement
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231175

ED
Department of Education
Institute of Education Sciences (IES): Education Research CFDA Number 84.305A
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231313

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
White-nose Syndrome Grants to States
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231314

ED
Department of Education
Institute of Sciences (IES): Research Training Program in the Education Sciences CFDA
Number 84.305B
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231315

ED
Department of Education
Institute of Education Sciences (IES): Education Research and Development Centers
CFDA Number 84.305C
Grant
ED  
Department of Education  
Institute of Education Sciences (IES): Statistical Research Methodology in Education  
CFDA Number 84.305D  
Grant  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231333

HHS  
Department of Health and Human Services  
National Institutes of Health  
NIAMS Clinical Trial Outcome Instrument Development Grant Program (U01)  
Grant  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231334

ED  
Department of Education  
Institute of Education Sciences (IES): Partnerships and Collaborations Focused on Problems of Practice or Policy CFDA Number 84.305H  
Grant  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231335

USAID  
Agency for International Development  
Strengthening Democratic Local Governance in South Sudan  
Grant  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231336

USAID  
Agency for International Development  
South Sudan (USAID)-Juba  
Strengthening Free and Independent Media in South Sudan Program  
Grant  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231337
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Adminis.
Law Enforcement and Behavioral Health Partnerships for Early Diversion
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231355

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
BLM National Aquatic Monitoring Center
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231413

DOL
Department of Labor
OASAM
Incarcerated Veterans? Transition Program (IVTP)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231433

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation
Bureau of Reclamation - Denver Office
Notice of Intent to Award Funding to Southwest Conservation Corps
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231434

DOE
Department of Energy
Golden Field Office
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231435
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Engaging State and Local Emergency Management Agencies to Improve Ability to Prepare for and Respond to All-Hazards Events
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231453

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Youth internship opportunities at North Cascades and San Juan Island, WA
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231454

DOE
Department of Energy
Golden Field Office
Solar Manufacturing Technology (SolarMat) Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=222074

USAID
Agency for International Development
Implementation Science for Strengthening Use of Evidence in Family Planning/Reproductive Health Programming (ISSUE FP/RH) Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=228953

USDA
Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
South Carolina State Office
Conservation Innovation Grants Fiscal Year 2013 Announcement for Federal Funding Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=229253
HHS  
Department of Health and Human Services  
National Institutes of Health  
Mechanisms of Alcohol and Nicotine Co-Addiction (R21)  
Modification 1  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230353

HHS  
Department of Health and Human Services  
National Institutes of Health  
Mechanisms of Alcohol and Nicotine Co-Addiction (R01)  
Modification 1  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230354

DOD  
Department of Defense  
Defense Logistics Agency  
Procurement Technical Assistance Program (PTAP)  
Modification 1  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230380

DOE  
Department of Energy  
National Energy Technology Laboratory  
FY2013 Unconventional Gas and Oil Technologies  
Modification 1  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230854

USDA  
Department of Agriculture  
Natural Resources Conservation Service  
USDA-NRCS-Iowa State Office  
CONSERVATION EASEMENT BOUNDARY SURVEY ASSISTANCE  
Grant  
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231493
DOD
Department of Defense
Dept. of the Army -- USAMRAA
DOD Military Infectious Diseases Applied Research Award
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231513

DOS
Department of State
Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor
Programs for North Korea
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231533

USAID
Agency for International Development
Haiti USAID-Port Au Prince
Community Development Program for Caracol-EKAM Housing Project
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231534

USDA
Department of Agriculture
National Institute of Food and Agriculture
Smith-Lever Special Needs Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231535

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Sea Otter Surveys and Response to Strandings
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231536
DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Urban Archeology Intent to Award Notice
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231553

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Fish and Wildlife Management Assistance
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231573

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Symptom Management in HIV-Infected Individuals with Comorbid Conditions (R01)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231574

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Symptom Management in HIV-Infected Individuals with Comorbid Conditions (R21)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231575

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Environmental Stewards Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231576
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Innovative Measurement Tools for Community Engaged Research Efforts (R01) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231577

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Innovative Measurement Tools for Community Engaged Research Efforts (R21) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231578

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Development and Planning of North Country Trail on Minnesota/North Dakota Border Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231593

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Landbird Monitoring NCCN 2013 Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231614

DOS
Department of State
Ocean and International Environmental Scientific Advancing REDD+ Policy and Practice Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231615
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Youth Violence Training and Technical Assistance Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231634

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Improving the Impact of Laboratory Practice Guidelines: A New Paradigm for Metrics. Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231635

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Tobacco Control Regulatory Research - R21 Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=194673

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Tobacco Control Regulatory Research - R01 Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=194674

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Tobacco Control Regulatory Research - R03 Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=194693

DOC
Department of Commerce
Economic Development Administration
FY 2013 Economic Development Assistance Programs Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=208353
USDOJ
Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs
National Institute of Justice
Evaluating the Efficacy of Lighting, Markings, and Paint Schemes in Reducing the Incidence of Law Enforcement Vehicle Crashes Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=217744

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Using Evidence from Science and Community Practice to Develop Web- and other Technology-Based Tools for HIV Treatment Service Provider Organizations to Improve Linkage, Retention, and Re-Engagement of HIV-Positive Persons in Care Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=227979

DOS
Department of State
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affair Nicaragua Citizen Security Grants Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=229274

USAID
Agency for International Development
Thailand USAID-Bangkok
Mekong Partnership for the Environment Project (MPE) Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230153

DOS
Department of State
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affair Survey of Substance Abuse Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230977

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Agency for Health Care Research and Quality AHRQ Patient Centered Outcomes Research (PCOR) Institutional Mentored Career Development Program (K12) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231053
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Methods Development for Obtaining Comprehensive Genomic Information from Human Specimens that are Easy to Collect and Store (R43/R44) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231054

USAID
Agency for International Development
Hungary USAID-Budapest
Draft Program Description -Reconciliation Activity in Bosnia and Herzegovina Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231055

NEH
National Endowment for the Humanities
Humanities Collections and Reference Resources Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231056

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA Headquarters ROSES 2013: Instrument Incubator Program Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231057

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
ROSES 2013: Planetary Geology and Geophysics Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231058

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
ROSES 2103: Terra and Aqua - Algorithms - Existing Data Products Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231059
NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
ROSES 2013: Cryospheric Science Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231061

DOE
Department of Energy
Golden Field Office
Notice of Intent to Issue FOA: Marine and Hydrokinetic System Performance Advancement Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231073

USAID
Agency for International Development
Mali USAID - Bamako
Integrated Rural Program to Improve Nutrition and Hygiene in Mali APS Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231074

DOS
Department of State
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affair
Iraq Rule of Law Initiatives Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231094

DOE
Department of Energy
Golden Field Office
RFI - Environmental Research and Observations at the First U.S. Offshore Wind Facilities Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231095
DOL
Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration
Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training Grants Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231096

DOS
Department of State
Bureau Of Educational and Cultural Affairs
Global Connections and Exchange: Youth TechCamps
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231097

DOD
Department of Defense
Air Force -- Research Lab
Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) Supplier Producibility
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231100

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Hazardous Materials Worker Health and Safety Training (U45) Administrative Supplements for Hurricane Sandy Response and Recovery (Admin Supp)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231101

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
BLM AK CESU  Point Spencer Archaeological Excavations
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231102
DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation
Bureau of Reclamation - Pacific Northwest Region
Grande Ronde Basin Habitat Improvement Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231104

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation
Bureau of Reclamation - Pacific Northwest Region
Upper Salmon Anadromous Fishery Habitat Improvement, Garden Creek Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231105

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Food & Drug Administration
Enhancing post-market surveillance through developing registries for medical device epidemiology (U01) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231113

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Adminis.
FY 2013 Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) Medical Professional Training Program Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231114

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation
Bureau of Reclamation - Mid-Pacific Region
Study of Low Salinity Zone Phytoplankton Bloom Formation and Sediment Nutrient Fluxes Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231133
USDA
Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
North Dakota State Office
Conservation Innovation Grant for North Dakota
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231153

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Building Resilience Against Climate Effects (BRACE)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231154

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
NLM Independent Career Development Award for Biomedical Informatics (K22)
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=54493

DOS
Department of State
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affair Iraq Rule of Law Initiatives
Modification 5
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=55318

DOE
Department of Energy
Golden Field Office
(RFI) - Automotive Fuel Cell Cost and Durability Targets Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=218713
DOL
Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration
Training to Work - Adult Reentry
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=227393

USAID
Agency for International Development
Mexico USAID-Mexico City
Workforce Development Program in Mexico
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=227637

USAID
Agency for International Development
India USAID-New Delhi
In-STEP
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=228393

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Food & Drug Administration
Food Protection Rapid Response Team
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=228854

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Food & Drug Administration
Food Protection Task Force Improvement Project
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=228876
USAID
Agency for International Development
India USAID-New Delhi
STRENGTHENING RMNCH THROUGH INDIAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND SCALING UP UPTAKE OF HEALTH, EDUCATIONAL, SOCIAL PROTECTION AND WELFARE INTERVENTIONS AMONG CHILDREN AFFECTED BY HIV/AIDS
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=229933

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs
SMART
SMART FY 13 Sex Offender Management Fellowship Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230754

DOT
Department of Transportation
DOT/National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
National Prehospital Evidence-Based Guidelines Strategy
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230874

USAID
Agency for International Development
East Africa USAID-Kenya
African Institutions Innovation Mechanism (AIIM)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230933

ED
Department of Education
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS): Technical Assistance and Dissemination to Improve Services and Results for Children With Disabilities: Center on Dispute Resolution CFDA Number 84.326X
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230954
DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM)
Environmental Studies Program Opportunity for George Mason University
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230973

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families
Administration for Children and Families - ORR
Projects to Establish Individual Development Account (IDA) Programs for Refugees
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230975

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Limited Competition: Shared Instrumentation For Hurricane Sandy Disaster Relief (S10) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230976

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Limited Competition: Restoring Research Resources Lost Due to Hurricane Sandy (R24) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230978

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Agency for Health Care Research and Quality
The Developing Evidence to Inform Decisions about Effectiveness (DEcIDE) Research Network (U19) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230979
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Optogenetic Tools for the Study of Neural Systems in Aging and Alzheimer's Disease (R01)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=230980

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Food & Drug Administration
In vitro-In vivo Correlations of Ocular Implants
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231020

NSF
National Science Foundation
LIGO Research Support
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231021

NSF
National Science Foundation
Materials Research Science and Engineering Center
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231022

NSF
National Science Foundation
EHR Core Research (ECR)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231023

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Food & Drug Administration
In vitro-In vivo Correlations of Parenteral Microsphere Drug Products
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=231024
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Pharmacological Approaches to Evaluating Drug Regimens to Address Antimicrobial Resistance (R01)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231025

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Fish and Wildlife Management Assistance
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231033

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs
Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
OJJDP FY 2013 Missing and Exploited Children National Training and Technical Assistance Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231034

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs
Office for Victims of Crime
OVC FY 13 Crime Victim Compensation Program Initiative
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231035

DOC
Department of Commerce
Economic Development Administration
FY 2013 University Center Economic Development Program Competition
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231036
USDOJ
Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs
Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
OJJDP FY 2013 Missing and Exploited Children Program Support Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231037

DOL
Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration
Face Forward Serving Juvenile Offenders Grants Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=228734

USAID
Agency for International Development
IFRP RFA - 2013
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230574

DOS
Department of State
Bureau of South and Central Asian Affairs Establishment of an Academic Partnership in Communication Design with the Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture in Karachi, Pakistan Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230793

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
R3 State Wildlife Grant Program (TO STATE F&G AGENCIES ONLY) Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230794

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Paul Calabresi Career Development Award for Clinical Oncology (K12) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230795
ED
Department of Education
Disability and Rehabilitation Research Projects and Centers Program: Disability and Rehabilitation Research Projects (DRRPs): Center on Knowledge Translation for Technology Transfer CFDA Number 84.133A-8 Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230800

ED
Department of Education
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR): Disability and Rehabilitation Research Projects and Centers Program: Rehabilitation Engineering Research Centers (RERCs): Hearing Enhancement CFDA Number 84.133E-1 Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230802

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Evidence-Based Laboratory Medicine: Laboratory Medicine Best Practices Systematic Review Recommendations Evaluation Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230804

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Erie Canalway Heritage Area Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230805

ED
Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE): Fulbright-Hays Group Projects Abroad Program: Short-Term Projects CFDA Number 84.021A Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230806

NSF
National Science Foundation
Collections in Support of Biological Research Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230813
DOD
Department of Defense
Air Force Academy
Cooperative Technologies for Unmanned Systems Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230814

NSF
National Science Foundation
Online Resource Center for Ethics Education in Science and Engineering Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230815

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Teacher Symposium on the War of 1812 Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230833

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Publication of Book BY National Park Foundation Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230834

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
2013 Underground Railroad Conference Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230835

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Upper Arkansas River NRDAR: Native Plant Propagation at Hayden Ranch Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230836
DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Ducks Unlimited, Inc. Texas Mid-Coast Wetlands Projects Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230837

DOE
Department of Energy
National Energy Technology Laboratory
FY2013 Unconventional Gas and Oil Technologies Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230854

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 1
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230855

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 2
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230873

DOT
Department of Transportation
DOT/National Highway Traffic Safety Administration National Prehospital Evidence-Based Guidelines Strategy Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230874

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 3
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230875
DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 4
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230877

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 5
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230878

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 6
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230879

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 8
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230880

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 7
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230881
DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 9
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230882

DHS
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security - FEMA
Region 10
Community Assistance Program - State Support Services Element (CAP-SSSE) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230883

USDA
Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
Louisiana State Office
Conservation Innovative Grants - Louisiana 2013 Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230893

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
National Cancer Institute (NCI) Cancer Education and Career Development Program (R25) Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=53696

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families Administration for Children and Families - ANA
Native American Language Preservation and Maintenance Modification 7
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=63133
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families
Administration for Children and Families - ANA
Native American Language Preservation and Maintenance - Esther Martinez Initiative
Modification 9
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppld=63153

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families
Administration for Children and Families - ANA
Environmental Regulatory Enhancement
Modification 10
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppld=67233

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families
Administration for Children and Families - ANA
Social and Economic Development Strategies -SEDS
Modification 9
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppld=67234

DOD
Department of Defense
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DARPA - MTO - BAA0718
Vanishing Programmable Resources (VAPR)
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppld=220613

DOE
Department of Energy
Headquarters
ROBUST AFFORDABLE NEXT GENERATION ENERGY-ENERGY-STORAGE (RANGE)
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppld=221013
USAID
Agency for International Development
Cambodia USAID-Phnom Penh
NGO Health Service Delivery Program
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=225133

USAID
Agency for International Development
Mali USAID -Bamako
HIV Prevention with Key Populations - Mali
Modification 4
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=225213

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Community Living
Model Approaches to Statewide Legal Assistance Systems - Phase I
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=229833

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Community Living
Model Approaches to Statewide Legal Assistance Systems - Phase II
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=230033

DOI
Department of the Interior
FY 2013 OIA Empowering Insular Community Program
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231103
DOT
Department of Transportation
DOT/National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Cooperative Agreement for Odometer Fraud Investigations
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231115

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Community Oriented Policing Services
COPS-Hiring-Program-Application-2013
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231173

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
MARC Undergraduate Student Training in Academic Research (U-STAR) National Research Service Award (NRSA) Institutional Research Training Grant (T34)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231193

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Community Living
National Information & Referral Support Center
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231194

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Dual Purpose with Dual Benefit: Research in Biomedicine and Agriculture Using Agriculturally Important Domestic Animal Species (R01)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231213
DOL
Department of Labor
Employment and Training Administration
Disability Employment Initiative
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231216

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Biophysical and Biomechanical Aspects of Embryonic Development (R21) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231233

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Biophysical and Biomechanical Aspects of Embryonic Development (R01) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231234

HUD
Department of Housing and Urban Development
McKinney-Vento HMIS Technical Assistance Research Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231237

DOE
Department of Energy
Golden Field Office
RFI - Home Hydrogen Refueler H-Prize Topic Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231238
DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Sonoran Joint Venture: Colorado River and delta restoration Notice of Intent to Award Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231239

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Reclamation
Bureau of Reclamation - Mid-Pacific Region
Conveyance of Water to Gray Lodge Wildlife and Construction Improvements Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231240

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Building Capacity at Groundwork Dona Ana, NM Green Teams to Green Jobs Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231253

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Underwater diving internship Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231273

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
3D High Definition Digital Cultural Resource Documentation, Interpretation, Website Development and Archival Storage Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=231293